Tasks within PINACLE
Tasks outside of PINACLE
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This diagram depicts two processes for a
transaction: 1) Sending the payment and
2) Recording the transaction. The steps
for these processes are enumerated. For
example, 1.2) represents the second step
in sending a payment.

2.2) Post payment in ERP
After receiving confirmation that the
payment went through from PINACLE,
the clerk posts the payment.
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1.1) Send invoice
The start of a transaction begins when
the vendor first sends the invoice to the
company either via mail or email after the

1.2) Receive invoice
The clerk groups the invoice with other
payments in a electronic payment journal and
then gives the payment journal to the initiator.
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company makes a purchase.
1.8) Receive payment and remittance
Finally, the vendor receives its payment
along with a remittance.
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1.7) Send remittance back to vendor
The company sends a remittance advice
notifying payment completion once the
payment goes through.

1.3) Initiate payment
The initiator initiates a transaction
by entering the recipient, amount
due, and send date for each
payment in PINACLE.
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1.5) Approve payment
After initiation, the approver
verifies its accuracy by
comparing the payment journal
to the pending transaction. If
the values match, the approver
approves the transaction.

RECORDS CLERK
2.1) Archive Documentation
The record clerk will save
documentation from the initiator
and approver.
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AUDITOR
2.4) Retrieve data for reports
Auditors may retrieve the transaction
for auditing purposes. Managers
may also retrieve information to run
reports on the company’s health.
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1.4) Pending approval
PINACLE requests approval
for the payment.
1.6) Send payment
PNC sends the money to
the vendor as scheduled.
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2.3) File payment away
The clerk stores payment and all
supporting documentation into
either a physical archive or into a
shared drive.
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